Multi-Disciplinary Professional Development
Summer 2021
AGENDA

Day 1
**Morning Zoom with Calliope Pettis: Monday FunDay**
Putting Life in Perspective with Tara Sartorius and Jackie Trimble (Visual Arts)
Journey to the Center of the Earth with Cathy Curry (Dance)
Journey through Videography Part I with Alana Taylor (Media Arts)
Using Life Cycles to Create a Dance with Faith Lenhart (Dance)

Day 2
**Morning Zoom with Nancy Brown and Val Jones: Designing an Arts Integrated Lesson Plan**
Journey through Videography (Part II) with Alana Taylor (Media Arts)
A Journey from Black & White Art to Radiant Colorful Art with Ricky Trione (Visual Arts)
Surviving to Thriving with Poetry & Dance (Part I) with Deb Ferguson (Dance)
Art & Science Journey Through the Works of Audubon with Christy Barlow & Toni Bruner (Visual Arts)

Day 3
**Morning Zoom with Deb Ferguson: Surviving to Thriving with Poetry & Dance (Part II)**
Unsung Heroes in History Story Quilt with Donna Pickens (Visual Arts)
Dancing with Words with Rachael Inman (Dance)
Video Skills: Using “Clips” to Tell a Story with Nancy Brown (Media Arts)
Ocarinas: An Artistic Instrument for Creative Collaboration with Val Jones & Elishaba Larson (Visual Arts/Music)

Day 4
**Morning Zoom with Windham Graves: Intro to 3-D Printing**
Google Doodle: Celebrating Lotería with Sharon Samples (Visual Arts)
The Great Migration of the Blues with Brenda Reed (Music)
Life Science & Art: Journeys of Migratory Animals with Kaci Norman (Visual Arts)
Sail Away with Jessica Smith (Visual Arts)

Day 5
**Morning Zoom with Yogi Dada: Get Energized**
Walking Together with Enid Probst (Visual Arts)
“Artivism”: Art as a Driver for Challenging Conversations with Allison Upshaw (Creative Discussion)
A Dance Journey with the States of Matter: The Journey of an Iceberg Tracked Recently by NASA with Suanne Ferguson (Dance)
Outdoor and Site-Specific Theatre for Beginners with Erin Langley (Theatre)
1:00 p.m. Show and Tell AND Q & A: Bring your favorite SAIL projects and questions to share with presenters and everyone.
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